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Strategic systems planning is concerned with the
objectives, scale and direction of the information
systems effort within organisations, and with the
rules and mechanisms used to maintain the chosen
direction in subsequent tactical and operational
developments. The strategic systems plan should be
aimed primarily at senior management, whose
approvalis critical to its success. The plan thereby
serves to establish the status for information sys-
tems within the business. Ironically, it is the low
standing of the information systems function within
many organisations that is the main obstacle to
effective strategic systems planning.
In this report we look at the role of strategic plan-
ning for information systems, the problemsthat are
most frequently encountered and the planning and
analysis methodologies that are available. We con-
clude with a review of the key aspects of the
strategic planning task, and present guidelines for
effective strategic systems planning.
This report was researched and written by:

Neil Farmer: a consultant with Butler Cox specialis-
ing in office automation studies. He has in-depth ex-
perience in the development and operationof stra-
tegic systems plans, particularly in the office
automation field.
Tony Gunton: a Butler Cox consultant with exten-
sive experienceof strategic systems planning cover-
ing the fields of computing, telecommunications and
office automation. He has contributed to and super-
vised numerous strategic studies for both user
organisations and equipment suppliers. He has also
carried out original researchinto strategic systems
planning, including a strategic systems planning
model which is described in this report.

Yair Melamud: a consultant with Butler Cox
specialising in information and logistics manage-
ment. He has considerable experiencein the devel-
opment and operation of both corporate plans and
strategic systemsplans.
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Strategic planning for information systems can mean
different things to different people and organisations.
It can be adopted (or attempted) for different
reasons, implementedby different groups within an
organisation, and based on widely differing assump-
tions and approaches.It is easy for strategy and tac-
tics to become confused and it is common for
organisations of comparablesize to apply grossly dif-
ferent scales of effort in the quest for an informa-
tion systems strategy. For this quest to be suc-
cessful, the motives, approaches, benefits andlikely
problems mustbe clarified at the start.
This report offers guidance in that clarification.
Essentially, any strategic systems plan is concerned
with the effectivenessof the organisation's long-term
information systems effort. The plan defines
objectives in terms of benefits to the organisation,
and provides a framework for the allocation of
resources to information systems. Tactical decisions
(on applications,priorities or hardware selection, for
example) are made within the limits set by the
strategic plan.
While all strategic systems planning has the same
fundamental goal ♥ long-term effectiveness of the
information systems effort ♥ there are different
ways of reachingthat goal. Not surprisingly, different
approacheswill suit different organisations. Most
organisations place emphasis on requirements, or
on technology, or on resources. Theseare the three
main variables of strategic systems planning, and
the planning processitself represents an attemptto
bring these three into an optimum balance.

Whateverthe organisation, it is clearly beneficial to
define long-term objectives and prepare a plan to
achieve them. This is the rationale for any strategic
planning exercise. In the context of information
systemsthe resulting plan mustalign the use of infor-
mation system resourceswith the overall business
objectives of the organisation, at the same time
creating a positive environmentfor tactical planning
and individual project decisions.

In the organisations we studied, these variables
tendedtofit into three main patternsof planning. We
describe them as business-led (focusing on aspects

The Butler Cox Foundation
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of requirements and technology), systems-led (focus-
ing on aspects of requirements and resources) and
resources-led (focusing on aspects of resources and
technology). These three patterns themselvesfit in-
to an overall model of the strategic systems plann-
ing process which weillustrate in chapter 1 of the
report. Business-led, systems-led and resources-led
planning tend to be usedin different ways by three
broadly different types of organisation: conglomer-
ates, multiples and concentrates.
The theoretical benefits of strategic systems planning
are, however, often far removed from the bitter ex-
perience of practice, no matter which approachis
followed. This report focuses on thestrictly practical
aspects of getting a strategic systemsplan to work,
based on the experience of Foundation members and
others in attempting to apply a range of metho-
dologies.
Practical experience of strategic systems planning,
as outlined in five case histories in chapter 2, shows
a range of benefits and problems. Onekey benefit in
the organisations studied was a greater commitment
by top managementto the information systems func-
tion. Information systems resources were better mat-
chedto businesspriorities; the relationship between
users and managementservicesstaff was improved;
and there was a clearer sense of direction within
managementservices.
On the other hand a strategic systems planning ex-
ercise can be time-consuming,andit is often difficult
to predict the rate of technological change over the
long timescales considered. Management services
staff mayfindit difficult to be objective aboutthe in-
formation systems function, and indeed both top
management and users can vary widely in their
understanding of new system opportunities.
The best-known system review methodologies in
Europe are IBM☂s Business System Planning (BSP)
and the Nolan Norton and Company (NNC) technique.
Twoother methodologies have been developed more
recently in the United States at the Sloan Business
School☂s Center for Information Systems Research
(CISR): these are Rockart☂s Critical Success Factors
(CSF) and Alloway's User Needs Survey (UNS). These
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various approachesdiffer in their orientation, empha-
sis, level of detail, analytical rigour, time needed and
strategic content; the implications for management
of these differences are spelled out fully in the report.
The strategic planning process mustitself be plan-
ned, starting with the basic question of ☁☁Why?☝☂. The
planning parameters mustbe defined, and the chang-
ing orientation of systems must be recognised. This
latter point is of central importance, as systems ac-
tivity movesout increasingly towards the users. In this
situation the information systems function must be
the catalyst for change.In the past the management
services managersoughtto identify requirements and
satisfy them; now he needsto determine the services
that should be offered and how they can be used to
maximise their positive impact on the business.
Strategic planning objectives must be defined and the
responsibility for planning must be allocated. Essen-
tially the organisational task is to unite the skills and
legitimate interests of the users with those of the in-
formation systems function. A distinction must be
made betweena full-scale systems review (normally
a once-off exercise) and the regular, continuing plan-
ning process. None of the four proprietary metho-
dologies we examinedis perfect, so their strengths
and weaknesses must be carefully weighed. A
strategic systems planning approach must be chosen
or developed to meet the needsof the organisation.
As more and more system decisions are taken by
decentralised units, it becomes increasingly impor-
tant to ensure that the strategic systemsplanis not
undermined by a host of local decisions. Valid
priorities for resource allocation can be distorted
by forceful individual users unless effective mech-
anisms are maintained to implement the plan. The
mostcritical issue in the planning process, chapter
3 concludes, is to ensure that the strategic issues
prevail over everyday concerns and short-term
pressures.
In moving from these general considerations to the
detailed task of preparing a strategic systemsplan,
key questions must be answeredin orderto clarify
the main strategic issues. Welist these questions in
chapter4, togetherwith the following checklist for in-
formation systems directors:

♥Keepthe thinking strategic. Focus onthecritical
areas; do not aim for unnecessary precision;
develop strategic planningskills.

♥Makesurethe plan deals with practical issues, but
at a strategic level. Identify objectives, the main
steps in achieving them, and major risks and
uncertainties.

♥Move towards proactive (market-led) planning.
Develop businessskills and market analysisskills;
look for latent needs as well as for definable
systems opportunities.

♥Secure senior management commitmentto stra-
tegic planningfor information systems. Present the
strategic systemsplan in business terms;involve
senior managersat the appropriate planninglevel.

lronically, for the director of information systems there
is often a basic dilemma right at the beginning. The
standing or reputation of his division may not be high
enoughtoreflect the true strategic significanceofin-
formation systemsto the business. A strategic plan-
ning exercise will be the best way to remedythis situ-
ation ♥ butif the division☂s standingis low the exer-
ciseis likely not to have senior managementsupport
and so cannot beeffective. This low standing is at
once the mostpressing reason for strategic planning,
and the greatest barrier againstit.
Strategic planning has always been desirable, but
strategic planning for information systems is now
becoming essential because of the way that systems
are evolving. The rapid developmentof microelectron-
ics technology presents end users with many options,
and anability to satisfy many of their own systems
requirements. As a result, the information systems
function will find it increasingly difficult to maintain
its influence and control over developments ♥ unless
it is able to anticipate end users☂ requirements in a
positive way. Strategic systems planning is a key
element of this approach.

We expect to see important developments in the
strategic systems planning field over the next few
years. This will not happen because the method-
ologies available improve greatly. It will happen
because users will improve their understanding of
strategic issues.

TheButler Gax Foundation
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Our first task in addressing the topic of this report ♥
Strategic Systems Planning ♥ wasto arrive at a
satisfactory definition. A commondictionary definition
of the term strategyis ☁☁the art of planning and direct-
ing larger military movements and operations of a
campaign☂. Strategy may be contrasted with tactics,
which are defined as ☁☁the art of deploying and
manoeuvring when in contact with the enemy☂☝☂.

Transferring these definitions from the military con-
text, where they originated, to the business context,
a corporate strategic plan is therefore concerned with
the overall conduct of the business. Such a plan
defines business objectives and provides guidelines
within whichtactical decisions are made and business
operations are carried out.
Similarly, a strategic systemsplan is concerned with
the overall conduct of the information systemseffort
within an organisation. It defines the information
systems objectives in terms of benefits to the
organisation, and providesa list of specific guidelines
within which system developments may take place.
It is not concerned directly with tactical issues, such
as planning the priorities and timescales for develop-
ing particular application systems, or the evaluation
(and subsequent purchase) of specific pieces of
equipment. Theseissues are notpart of the strategic
plan; they are consequenttoit.

These broad definitions of strategy and strategic plan-
ning needto be related to the particular situation. For
example,the definition of a larger military movement
depends onthe size and scope of the campaignin
question. Equally, the content of a strategic systems
plan dependsonthe type of business ororganisation
for whichit is being prepared.

Wehavetaken a similarly broad definition for the term
☁information systems☂. Underthis heading weinclude
computing, telecommunications and office automa-
tion, each of which may be regarded as a subsetof
information systems. It follows that a strategic plan
for one of these sub-areas should be subordinateto,
or a componentof, the overall information systems
strategy. In practice, however, each of these sub-
areas may be regarded as sufficiently important to
justify a separate strategic planning effort.

As well as the term ☁strategic systems plan☂, there
are several other termsthat are often usedin discus-

☁The Butler Cox FoundationLOX|
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sions of strategy and strategic planning. We define
all these terms below:

♥A ☁strategic systemsplan☂is a plan which defines
information systems objectivesin terms of benefits
to the organisation, and provides list of specific
guidelines within which system developments may
take place.

♥A ☁strategic plan for information systems☂ is
anotherway ofdescribing a strategic systems plan.

♥A☁systemsstrategy☂ refers to the key contents of
a strategic systems plan.

♥ ☁Strategic systems planning☂ refers to the process
of preparing a strategic systems plan.

♥A☁strategic systems planning methodology☂ is a
methodology which describes a standard approach
to be followed when carrying out a strategic
systems planning exercise.

♥A☁systems review☂ is a once-off comprehensive
exercise to review the effectiveness of existing
systems. (System reviewsoften lead on to system
planning exercises.)

♥A☁systems review methodology☂ is a methodology
which describes a standard approach to be fol-
lowed when carrying out a systems review.

♥ ☁Strategic planning☂ refers to the process of prepar-
ing a strategic plan.

♥ ☁Systems planning☂ is a general purpose term
which may refer to the planning of any type of
system at any level (operational, tactical or
strategic) depending on the context in whichit is
used.

The topic of strategic planning has been much
discussed throughout the 1970s, and many managers
and executives now feel under increasing pressure
to include strategic planning as part of their armoury.
There is now an abundanceof articles and books on
the subject of strategic planning in general and infor-
mation systemsstrategy in particular. This literature
offers a variety of diagnoses and prescriptions. Inevi-
tably, the former far outweigh the latter. Much has
been written about the purpose and objectives of
strategic systems planning and aboutthedifficulties
to be surmountedif the processis to be effective. Far
less has been written about the methodsthat can be

iii
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used to arrive at the best answers for a particular
organisation.
This imbalancehighlights the central issue of strategic
systemsplanning. Webelieve that many management
services directors would take strategic systemsplan-
ning much moreseriously if they could see a prac-
tical and effective way to doit. Not only do manyof
the available strategic systems planning methodolo-
gies appear to place heavy demands on management
resources,but they are frequently severely limited in
their scope andvision.All too often, strategic systems
planning is resorted to onlyin a crisis, or is treated
as a necessary chore to meet the demandsof a cor-
porate planning process.
Weexpect to see important developments in the
strategic systems planning field over the next few
years. This will not happen because the methodolo-
gies available improve greatly. It will happen because
users will improve their understanding of strategic
issues.
Intended readership and purposeof the report
This report is intended both for managersofthe infor-
mation systems function, and for senior managers
outside the information systems area who are con-
cerned with, or concerned about, strategic planning
for information systems.

Becausethe contentof a strategic systems plan must
necessarily depend onthe typeof business or organi-
sation for which it is being prepared, we have not
attempted in this report to provide a single pres-
cription for strategic systems planning. Instead we
review the objectives and the methodsthat might be
adopted, so that readers canrelate these to their own
particular situation.
Our approach to the research
Weapproachedthe researchfor this report with three
main objectives:
♥Tofind out whatlimitations and difficulties Foun-

dation membersandother users have experienced

in their own strategic planning for information
systems.

♥To evaluate and assess the available formal
strategic planning methodologies.

♥To give guidance to Foundation members on how
to achieve effective strategic systems planning.

The research contained four main elements:

♥Abrief questionnaire survey, designed to find out
how Foundation members perceived strategic
systems planning, and how much effort they
devotedtoit. (Twentyfive replies were received.)

♥lInterviews with a representative sample of 15
Foundation members (and other major organisa-
tions) who had recently conducted a major
systemsreview or a major strategic systems plan-
ning exercise.

♥Focusgroupdiscussions(attended by 24 members
in the United Kingdom and Scandinavia)to find out
how Foundation members went about strategic
systemsplanning andto reveal significant differ-
ences in viewpoint and approach.

♥Astudy of the literature on strategic planning
methods, supported by interviews and discussions
with specialists and practitioners in thefield.

Structure of the report
Webegin in chapter 1 by discussing the different
approaches to strategic systems planning that
emerged in our research and by constructing a model
of the planning process. Chapter 2 then reviews the
practical experience with strategic systems planning
methodologies. Next, in chapter 3 we review the plan-
ning processitself. The contentsof this chapter can
be used as a checklist by the information systems
director as he sets about preparing a strategic
systemsplan. Finally, in chapter 4 we provide a con-
cise set of guidelines for strategic systemsplanning,
including a checklist of the issues that planners should
address.

TheButler Cox Foundation
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CHAPTER 1

APPROACHESTO STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLANNING

In this chapter wefirst identify the objectives of a
strategic systems planning exercise, and then discuss
the difficulties that have to be overcomebefore the
plan can be prepared. Based on our research, we
then describe the different focuses that a strategic
systems plan can have and,as a result, put forward
a model of the strategic systems planning process
which relates these approachesto different types of
organisational structures. The chapter concludes by
setting out example planning structures that might be
used by different types of organisation as they set
about their strategic systems planning.

OBJECTIVES FOR STRATEGIC SYSTEMS
PLANNING
Wehave already defined a ☁strategic systems plan☂
as a plan whichdefines information systems objec-
tives in terms of benefits to the organisation, and pro-
videsa list of specific guidelines within which system
developments may take place.

The rationale for any strategic planning exercise is
thatit is better for an organisation to know whatits
ultimate objectives are and plan how to achieve them,
thanit is to achieve the objectives by accidentorfail
to achieve them by default. This implies several ob-
jectives for strategic systems planning,the most im-
portant of which are:
♥Toalign the useof information systems resources

with the business objectives and/or business
requirements.

♥To decide the parameters of the information
systemseffort in termsof overall direction, general
resource allocation, scale, pace, etc., so as to
maximise the benefits to the business and to
secure an equitable share of corporate funds.

♥Toobtain the organisation☂s commitment to a set
of objectives for information systems.

♥To make(or prepare for) major investment decisions
(a communications infrastructure, for example).

♥Tocreate the right environment for making de-
cisions about individual projects. (This will include
guidelinesontherelative roles of top management,
end users, and systemsstaff.)

♥Toprovide a frameworkfor tactical planning (of
equipment type and capacity, systems develop-
ment resources, etc.).
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In addition, strategic systems planning has some im-
portant educational and public relations by-products
both within and outside the information systems func-
tion. The strategic planning exercise frees informa-
tion systemsstaff (indeed, to be effective, it must free
them) from the short-term pressures of their normal
work. The opportunity to take a longer-term view of,
say,five years aheadinevitably helpsthestaff to gain
a better understanding of the role of information
systemsin their organisation. The strategic planning
exercise and the strategic plan itself also serve to
condition users☂ expectations, both in the positive
sense of making them aware of new possibilities and
in the negative sense of making them aware of the
economic and technical constraints. The planning
exercise may also serve to improve the imageof (and
the level of confidence in) the information systems
function, and it can also help to prepare for
technologically induced change.
Some commentators believe that better understand-
ing on the part of information systemsstaff and users
is the most important product of the strategic plan-
ning process.Ourview is that, valuable thoughit is,
better understanding on its own is not of strategic
value. Unless strategic planning contributes to the
previously stated objectives, then it must be regarded
as afailure, however much understanding it generates.
The objectives of strategic systems planning will
largely dictate the key contents of a strategic systems
plan. Such a plan will, therefore, include a clear state-
ment of information systems objectives in business
terms, an assessmentof relevant technology and en-
vironmental trends, operational policy guidelines,
responsibilities for systems planning and implemen-
tation, and guidelines on the scale, pace and direc-
tion of future information systems developments. (The
contents of a typical, comprehensive strategic
systems plan are shownin figure 15, chapter 4.)

DIFFICULTIES TO BE OVERCOME
Manypeople arguethat the information systems en-
vironment, with its high technological content and the
rapid rate of technological change, creates unique
strategic planning problems.It is doubtful whether
such problems are unique to this environment,
although the widening scope and diversity of informa-
tion systems applications certainly places heavy
demands on the strategic planner. Rather than
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diminishing the needfor effective strategic planning,
the high technological content of information systems
reinforces this need. The strategic systems planning
processis, in fact, a key vehicle for general manage-
ment to control the application of technology.
Poor reputation of the information systems
function
The Foundation membersand other major organisa-
tions with whom we discussed the problems of
strategic systemsplanning representeda diversity of
businesses and a diversity of approachesto informa-
tion systems. Undoubtedly, many of the difficulties
that they faced stemmed from the organisational
structures that had been adopted. But in many
organisations the root cause of the difficulties was
the poor reputation of the information systems func-
tion. This made it impossible either to assemble a
strategic plan for information systems, or to ensure
that such a plan was followed once it had been
constructed.
Lack of a corporate strategy
Several intervieweesfelt that their strategic planning
wasseriously constrained by the absenceof a cor-
porate strategy to which the systems plan could
relate. We would argue, however,that the existence
of an explicit corporate strategy does not necessarily
make it easier to construct an information systems
strategy. For example, the corporate strategy may not
be expressedin termsthat translate easily into infor-
mation systems objectives. Equally, users will con-
tinue to have requirements for information systems
with or without a corporate strategy, andit will be the
task of the information systems function to meet those
requirements. Perhaps the key point is that a cor-
porate strategy creates a favourable climate within
which an information systems strategy can be
developed. Except in businesses which use informa-
tion systems as a competitive weapon,information
systemsstrategy depends most heavily on corporate
tactics rather than on corporate strategy.
Difficulties with the planning process
There is often a conflict of interest between the
various parties who maybeinvolvedin strategic sys-
tems planning. Users are nearly always concerned
with tactical rather than strategic issues. Manage-
ment services staff are typically motivated towards
a high level of expenditure on sophisticated systems
and equipment. Senior managers have their own per-
ceived roles to play and this often affects their
objectivity. These conflicts of interest can be a major
obstacle to effective strategic systems planning.

Organisationalattitudes to strategic planning and the
methods usedto construct a strategic systems plan
are clearly interdependent. Nevertheless, there was
a clear and consistent pattern in the difficulties

APPROACHES TO STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLANNING

reportedto us, and theserelated to the planning pro-
cess rather than to organisation for planning. Three
problems were of dominant importance:
Evaluation of opportunities
It is becoming more and moredifficult to apply con-
ventional cost-justification techniques to emerging
opportunities for information systems. This makesit
difficult for the planner to recognise, discriminate
betweenand placea realistic value on the new oppor-
tunities. Two main factors are contributingtothis diffi-
culty. First, in many organisations,all of the obvious
(and easily cost-justified) applications have already
been implemented. Second, the changingcost ratios
of people, software and hardware are bringing a
myriad of small opportunities to the surface, but
whose aggregate value might be substantial.
Level of detail
Traditional information systems planning methods use
a macro-level version of the techniques used to
design the information systems themselves. IBM☂s
Business SystemsPlanning (BSP) is a good example
of this approach,andis alsoanillustration of the prob-
lem the approach creates. Like all good systems
design methodologies, BSPis rigorousin its analysis
of requirements, and in consequenceis time-con-
suming and demands a vast amountof detailed docu-
mentation. The dangeris that the detail may obscure
the strategic issues, or the strategy may metaphoric-
ally collapse under the weight of its documentation.
Wehave given BSP as an example of the difficulty
but the problem is not confined to organisations who
have used that particular technique.
In contrast, high level strategic planning methodolo-
gies (such as the User Needs Survey described in
chapter 2) demand fewer resources butare often dif-
ficult to relate to tactical decisions and to real system
developments.

Implementing the strategy
This difficulty was put most succinctly by oneinter-
viewee whosaid ☜☁How do weget from the mess we
are in nowto the perfect architecture of the future?☝☂
Strategic planning purists would arguethat this is a
tactical rather than a strategic issue, but nonetheless
the question remains a pertinentone.If a strategyis
likely to fail because it places excessive demands on
tactical skills, then it clearly is not a good strategy.
Difficulties in the United States
A questionnaire survey conducted recently in the
United States (by R. M. Alloway of the Sloan Business
School's Center for Information Systems Research)
asked managersofthe information systems function
in Fortune 500 companiestoindicate,first, the main
problemsthey experiencedin strategic planning and,
second,the strategic planning problemsthatexisting
methodologies did not address. In the 170 replies

{he Buller Cox Foul
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received, four problems scoredhighly on both counts.
These were:
♥The companyis too complex.
♥lt is difficult to implement the strategic planning

recommendations.
♥The available strategic planning methods are

impractical.
♥Short-term pressures interfere with strategic

planning.
Thefirst three of these parallel our interviewees☂ prob-
lems closely. The fourth problem did not feature in
our research because we concentrated on organis-
ations who took strategic planning seriously enough
to resist the short-term pressuresthat afflict all infor-
mation systems functions.

THE FOCUS OF THE PLANNING TASK
Althoughall strategic systems planning has the same
fundamental goal ♥ long-term effectiveness of the
information systems effort ♥ its focus varies, de-
pending on the viewpoint of those who conduct the
planning exercise. A planner at the apex of a very
large corporation, each of whose operating units has
its own information systems function, will have a
perspective and a set of issues to addressthat are
very different from those of the information systems
managerin one of the operating units. Yet both are
contributing to the same goal whenthey developtheir
strategic systems plans.

Our research identified three main approaches to
strategic systems planning, with the principal focus
being on requirements, on technology, or on
resources.

Focus on requirements
This approachto strategic systems planning concen-
trates on the waysin which an organisation depends
on and can benefit from information systems. The ap-
proachincludesnot only the systems that individual
parts of the business will find valuable, but also
features of the environmentwithin which the business
operates ♥ competitive pressures, for example.

For strategic planning purposes, the requirements
can be sub-divided into three types ♥ extant re-
quirements, latent requirements and business needs.
Extant requirements consist of the systems at present
under development and the backlog of requests for
systems. Latent requirements are those that either
have not yet surfaced because no one has realised
that something useful can be donein a particular
area, or those that have been suppressed because
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the potential users have not felt it worth their while
asking for systems that they believe they will never
get.
Business needsarelargely reflected in the extant and
latent requirements, but sometimes they are indepen-
dent of them. Thus a conglomerate organisation (that
is, one comprising a collection of companies with
varied outlets and functions, such as an organisation
created by acquisition rather than growth) may wish
to be free to dispose of a subsidiary companyat any
convenient time. A business need for such an organi-
sation will therefore be to keep the subsidiary☂s
systems independent and autonomous.

Focus on technology
The rapid and continuing developments in informa-
tion technology force some organisations to focus on
technology during the strategic systems planning
exercise. (This phenomenom is sometimes known as
☁technology push☂.) Technology pushwill take its own
course independently of any particular business,
driven both by the technologyitself and by market
forces that determineits availability and the way it
is packagedinto products. An individual business can,
however, choose which technologies to exploit and
when, and can seek to control their use within the
business.
For strategic systems planning purposes, technology
can be classified as primary and secondary.Primary
technology is usedto satisfy a particular systemsre-
quirement and cantherefore be costjustified. Secon-
dary technologyis used to establish a capability (such
as a data dictionary system or a communications net-
work) that will be applied to a range of system
requirements.

Focus on resources
For some organisations, the most important con-
sideration in their strategic systems planning will be
the limited resourcesavailable to put the technology
to work for the business. They will need to ensure that
the available resourcesare allocated wheretheywill
have the greatest positive impact(although the de-
tailed allocation of resourcesis a tactical function,
rather than a strategic one).

Three types of resources need to be considered dur-
ing a strategic systems planning exercise:

♥Theexisting systems, which represent the past
investment in hardware and software.

♥The moneythatis available for investing in new
systems, training, personnel, etc.

♥Thepeople available to the organisation,their skills
and capabilities.
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THE BUTLER COX STRATEGIC SYSTEMS
PLANNING MODEL
In reality, a strategic systems planning exercisewill
notfall neatly into one of the three main approaches
we havejust described. Although theplanislikely to
focus on one ofthe three, inevitably there will be some
overlap between them. Also, although available
resources needto be consideredat the strategic plan-
ning stage, requirements and technologyare the main
input. Resourcesare allocated as a consequence.
Requirements, technology and resources can beregarded as the three main variables of strategicsystems planning. The planning process itselfrepresents an attemptto bring these three variablesinto an optimum balance. Figure 1 illustrates theButler Cox model that we have developedto explainthe ways in which these variables can be combined.The figure identifies the three different forms ofstrategic systems planning practised by the organisa-tions we examined during our research as being:
♥Business-led planning, which focuses primarily onbusiness needs and secondary technology, butalso takes account of latent requirements andprimary technology.This type of planning thereforeconcentrates on the needsof the business for in-formation systems, and the value of informationsystemsto the business. It also seeks to establisha corporate sense ofdirection and to influence theway in whichthe available resourceswill be allo-cated.
♥Systems-led planning, which focuses primarily onsystems, both extant and latent, but also takesaccount of people resources and business needs.This type of planning considers the known andanticipated requirementsof users for systems,inorderto optimise the future allocation of resources.
♥Resources-led planning, which focuses primarilyon people resources, the money available andprimary technology, but also takes account ofexisting systems and secondary technology. Thistype of planning considers the Capabilities andlimitations of technology, and the internalresources available, in order to exploit both in themost effective way.
Althoughall three typesof planning implicitly or ex-plicitly acknowledgeinfluencesother than those theyfocus on, they each emphasise particular planning in-puts in preferenceto others. These differences of em-phasis are not accidental. They reflecta different viewof what is of strategic significance, and also dif-ferencesin the information available on whichto plan.

They mayalsoreflect the status of managementser-vices within the business. Thus, for example, oneimplication of adopting a resources-led approachis

APPROACHESTO STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLANNING

 

Figure 1 Butler Cox☂s modelofthe strategic systemsplanning process
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that requirements cannot be determined in a clearor precise enough form to be the basis for thestrategic plan (although they are, of course, boundto underlie it).

Although we have described the three types of plan-ning approach separately,it is clear from our modelthat they are not mutually exclusive.In organisationswhere systems responsibility is decentralised,systems-led planningwill (or should) take place at thepoint of accountability for systems, while business-led or resources-led planning takes placeeither at thecorporate level or within a centralised managementservices division. Indeed, in the largest companies,all three forms of strategic planningwill be practisedand will interlink at various points in the organisation.
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CHAPTER 7

Each of the three planning approaches has charac-
teristic weaknesses, as the domains of application
shown in the model suggest:
♥Business-led planning provides minimal help with

the tactical problems of resource allocation.
♥Systems-led planning tends to be weakin the con-

text of technology.
♥Resources-led planning will not ensure that re-

quirements are treated ontheir merits. On the con-
trary, those users who shoutloudestarelikely to
have resources allocated to them.

We noted a strong correlation between the three
types of planning described here and the type of
organisation. In a recent multiclient study carried out
by Butler Cox & Partners (☁☁The Market For Office
Technology☂) we identified three main types of
organisational structure for large enterprises:
♥Multiples, whichtypically are large organisations

with many functionally identical outlets (clearing
banks, public utilities, supermarket chains, etc.).

♥Conglomerates (which we have already described
on page 3).

♥Concentrates, which are divisionalised organisa-
tions, usually (but not necessarily) concentrated in
a single location. Examplesinclude local govern-
ment offices and merchant banks.

Business-led planning is appropriate at the apex of
a conglomerate. lis aim is to create an environment
in which the manyindividual decisions taken lower
downthe organisational structure can reinforce one
another, thereby enabling the organisation as a whole
to take advantage ofits size and resources.

On the other hand, in many multiple organisations the
systemsstrategy is the next major project (minicom-
puters in the branches of a bank,for example). Thus,
systems-led planning is dominantin multiples.

In contrast, concentrates seek to establish a sense
of direction that transcends decision-making about
systems.They therefore tend to focus their strategic
systems planning on evaluating ☁technology push☂ and
its effective exploitation. This focus is characteristic
of resources-led planning.

EXAMPLE PLANNING STRUCTURES
In this section we describe the planning structures
that typically exist in multiples, conglomerates and
concentrates.

Multiples
Our research showedthat in multiples, procedures
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and methods are developed centrally, although,
sometimes, operational control of systemsis devolved
to the outlets. Typically, systems-led planningis car-
ried out by the information systems function at the
centre. Because of the fundamental importanceof the
information systems to the business, the board of
directors or a high-level steering committee is in-
volved directly in all major systems decisions. This
same body will review the role and mission of the in-
formation systems function as part of its own (busi-
ness-led) planning.
Conglomerates
In these companies, the head office is often a holding
company whichexerciseslittle operationalinfluence
over the subsidiaries. Accountability for information
systems (and system resources) is decentralised,
although there may be somecentralised services,
such as a bureau or a corporate telecommunications
network, which are operated on a quasi-commercial
basis. There may be a corporate systems planning
function, conducting business-led strategic planning,
whichwill influence and be influenced by systems-
led planning at operating companylevel and, if appli-
cable, by resources-led planning in the corporate ser-
vice functions.
Concentrates
Systems accountability in these companieswill nor-
mally be decentralised, although processing
resources and specialist skills will usually be pooled
within the information systemsfunction. Central plan-
ning will be resources-led or business-led. Systems
will be planned on an ad hocbasis, with conflicts
resolved by a systems steering committee.

SUMMARY
Webeganthis chapterbylisting the most important
objectives for a strategic systemsplanning exercise,
and then wediscussedthe difficulties that have to be
overcome (someof which are perceived rather than
real). We then showedthat the focus of the planning
task will vary according to the type of business or
organisation for which the planis being prepared. As
a result of our research we have constructed a model
of the strategic systems planning process which
shows the relationships between the three main
variables. The model identifies three different
approaches to strategic systems planning ♥
business-led, systems-led and resources-led ♥ and
we suggested that each of these approacheswill be
more applicable to a particular type of organisation.

Wedo not advocate that strategic systems planning
should set out to cover all of the ground shownin the
model. On the contrary, we suspect that an attempt
to produce suchanall-embracing strategy would be
never-ending. And the planners wouldfindit extremely
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difficult to refrain from considering tactical issues.In ners should choose the ground on which they will con-practice, only part of the ground will be of genuine centrate, and recognisethelimitations of any resultingstrategic concern. Whatis importantis that the plan- strategic systems plan.
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In this chapter we discuss systems review and plan-
ning methodologies, looking at the strengths and
weaknesses of both well-established and recently
developed methodologies.
Wethen consider practical experience with strategic
systems planning. We present five short case his-
tories. They illustrate the different approaches that
are being adopted and the problemsthat are fre-
quently encountered when organisations prepare
strategic systems plans.
We conclude the chapter by summarising the lessons
learnt from practical experience of strategic systems
planning.

METHODOLOGIES
We now describe two of the best-known system
review methodologies ♥ IBM's Business Systems
Planning (BSP) and the Nolan Norton and Company
(NNC) methodology derived from Nolan☂s well-known
theory for the developmentof data processing. Both
of these have been used extensively in Europe. Our
purpose hereis to assess objectively their strengths
and weaknesses. We then compare and contrast
these well-established methodologies with two
approachesbased on recent research at the Sloan
Business School☂s Center for Information Systems
Research (CISR) ♥ the Critical Success Factors
(CSF) approach developed by Rockart and the User
Needs Survey (UNS) approach developedby Alloway.
These two newer approaches have beenapplied quite
widely in the United States but have been used only
to a limited extent in Europe.

IBM☂s Business Systems Planning (BSP)
methodology
Business Systems Planning (BSP) is a study
methodology that has been offered as a market-
support programme by IBM since 1970. It was
developed as a result of experience acquired by the
IBM corporateinformation systems(I/S) architecture
group whenI/S wasstill centralised during the late
1960s.
Study objectives
The methodology is used primarily to identify the
implications of managing (or not managing) the data
of the business. It also identifies the business areas
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that offer the greatest potential benefits from invest-
ment in information systems.

Analytical approach
A ☁top-down☂ analytical approach is employed with
managementinterviews being used both as a source
of data and as a meansofidentifying system priorities.
Although the information provided by this approach
is not sufficient to specify detailed requirements or
design specifications, BSP is heavily data-oriented in
nature. (Thatis,it focuses primarily on the data inputs
required to managethe businessandtreats business
processes and information outputs as being less
important.) BSP defines business functions primarily
as a meansofidentifying the data requirements and
proving that the samedata is being used by multiple
processes, thus determining whetheror not a data
problem exists. The analysis begins by defining the
products(or services) of the businessunit. Next, the
resources required to producethe products are iden-
tified. Then the processesthat have to be performed
to managethe products and resourcesover their life
cyclesare identified and, finally, the data required to
manage the processesis defined. The relationships
between the processes and the data are then docu-
mented to form a structure (or architecture) that
represents the ☁functional specifications☂ and the
☁material (data) specifications☂ of the information re-
quired to support the business unit.

The BSP approach generates two main outputs:

♥Astructure,or architecture(in information terms)
that describes the business unit under study.

♥Alist of management's priorities as related to the
structures developed.

Strengths and weaknesses
BSP☂s main strengthis thatit is a rigorous approach:
it is well-documented and painstakingly thorough.In
addition, it has the advantage (and status) of being
an IBM market-support programme.Also, BSP☂s entry
cost is low ♥ the manualis inexpensive andno exter-
nal support is needed to use the methodology.It is
at its best whenit is used to identify latent applications
and to establish priorities for information systems.
Some organisations have found that it is a useful
meansof gaining the commitmentof senior user man-
agementto information systems developments.

BSP☂s weaknesses derive largely from the same
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source as its main strength. By seeking to build a
rigorous business model, a BSP exercise becomes
extremely laborious. Mostof the BSP usersweinter-
viewed had experienced this problem and had then
either decided to use only part of the BSP process
or had tailoredit radically to make it more manage-
able. Although BSP is goodatilluminating certain
aspects of information systems requirements,it does
not cover some majorareas of strategic concern. It
belongsfirmly in the systems-led sector of our plan-
ning model, and typifies the limitations of such
approaches. Several users of BSP said that anotherdisadvantage wasthatit relied on participants hav-ing a good knowledge of the various technological
possibilities. In reality, the participants tended to focuson systems solutions based only on the technology
that they knew.
In summary, BSPis a reliable and readily accessiblemethodthat can beused to clarify requirements forinformation systems. But its contribution to strategic,rather than tactical, systems planningwill normallybe limited.

The Nolan Norton (NNC) methodology
The Nolan Norton (NNC) methodologyis based on theresearch work carried out by Richard Nolan andhisassociates which culminated in the Nolan stagetheory of the development of data processing.Although the theory and its derivations are widelyknown(the transcript of the Butler Cox FoundationManagement Conference held at Birmingham inNovember 1979 contains a comprehensive review ofthe theory), the NNC planning methodology is pro-prietary andis available only from the consulting firmset up by Nolan and his colleagues.
Study objectives
A study using the NNC approachsetsoutto establishhow advanced different parts of the businessareinterms of their use of information systems, and howeffectively the information systems function is per-forming. Using this information, key areas for atten-tion are identified and a strategic plan is developed.
Analytical approach
As anillustration of the NNC approach we describebelow the six main steps of a study undertakenrecently in the United Kingdom:
♥Business objectives were determined by talkingwith senior managers, in a discussion group

(workshop) type of environment.
♥Expenditure oninformation systems was analysedand compared with NNC benchmarks. In particu-lar, systems development expenditure was com-pared with systems maintenance expenditure, and

the total costs of hardware and software were
compared with the employmentcosts for informa-

  

tion systemsstaff. Expenditure was also measuredas a percentage of company turnover.
♥The expertise level of systemsstaff and the levelof technology employed for information systemswere examined, and were used to determine thecompany☂s stage of developmentin the applica-tion of databases, data management,etc.
♥Managementdiscussiongroupsidentified all signi-ficant business activities. These activities werethen transposed onto a three-level hierarchytriangle, with basic activities at the bottom andstrategic activities at the top, as shownin figure 2.
♥Questionnaires were used to determinethe parts(percentages)of particular business activities thatcould be (or were) automated, and to determinethe effective quality of existing information. Whenthe hierarchy triangle was completed, it showedquite clearly how well (or poorly) each functionalarea was supported by information systems andhighlighted underdeveloped areas.
♥This overall processidentified key areasfor futureinformation systems development, and from this in-formation a detailed five-year strategic plan wasprepared.
 

Figure 2. The NNC hierarchytriangle
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Strengths and weaknesses
The strengths of the NNC approachlie in its inward-looking analysis of the present situation and itsassessmentboth ofthe existing portfolio of systemsand of the past performance of the informationsystems function. During our research, however, wereceived strongly conflicting reports on the value ofa strategy derived from this approach.
Weconcludedthatthe quality of the results dependsvery heavily on the analyticalskills of the consultantsleading the study.In this respect the NNC approachis not as rigorous as BSP. The NNC approachalsoseemsto be weakin linking business and informa-tion systemspriorities.
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Cost is a further disadvantage, because the study
must be conducted with substantial outside assis-
tance. It also requires considerable senior manage-
ment involvement. (Six to nine monthsis a typical
timescale for carrying out a study based on the NNC
approach.)
The Critical Success Factors (CSF) methodology
The Critical Success Factors methodology wasfirst
madepublic by John Rockart, director of CISR atthe
Sloan Business School, in an article published in 1979
(Bibliography item 8).

Study objectives
The CSF approachrests on Rockart☂s conviction that
most widely used analysis techniques do not recog-
nise the real (and changing) information needs of
managers. A CSF exercisesets out to identify ☜the
limited numberof areas in which results, if they are
satisfactory, will ensure successful competitive per-
formancefor the organisation☂. These areas are then
described in terms of the information needed for man-
agement control. This information forms the basis on
which the information systemsplan is developed.

Analytical approach
Group interviews and individual interviews with
managers are usedto identify the Critical Success
Factors relevant to different areas of the business.
Theinterviewsalsoidentify the key ways to measure
eachcritical success factor. Figure

3

illustrates the
results of one such exercise that was carried out in
a microwave communications company.
 

Figure 3. Critical success factors developed to meet
Microwave Associates☂ organizational goals
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The CSF measurement methodsare then refined fur-
ther to give formats for the reports that are necessary
to monitor eachcritical successfactor. This is done
by examining existing information systems and identi-
fying the sourcesof relevant data. The CSF approach
then defines a set of requirements and a scheme of
priorities for information systems development.
Strengths and weaknesses
The great strength of the CSF approachis its close
attention to the information needs of specific
managers, on whom the future success of the
business depends.(Rockart argues that these infor-
mation needs depend both onthe business a manager
is controlling and on the methods a manageruses to
control the business.) It is a more direct and a more
selective way to uncover information requirements,
than, for example, the BSP approach.

The CSF approach does, however, have two main
weaknesses:

♥|t lacks rigour; it is heavily dependenton the skills
of the interviewer to uncover information require-
ments and translate these into system terms.

♥lIt does not address longer-term ☁architectural☂
issues ♥ it deals solely with information
requirements.

Both the CSF approach andthe BSPapproachlargely
ignore the technologicaltools that might be adopted,
and they tend to ignore implementation issues. In-
deed, both CSF and BSP can be regarded primarily
as methods to clarify information systems re-
quirements, particularly the decision support needs
of managers.

The User Needs Survey (UNS) methodology
The User Needs Survey (UNS) methodology,
developed by Dr R. M. Alloway, is based on research
into the changing needsforinformation systems.(This
work is closely associated with Dr Scott-Morton☂s
research into decision support systems.)

Study objectives
The User Needs Survey (UNS) approachis based on
a structured questionnaire survey both of manage-
ment services management and of user area man-
agement. The questionnaires are designedto elicit
managementviews on:
♥The performance of the management services

function and the effectiveness of current informa-
tion systems.

♥Theevolving information systems requirements of
different business units.

Analytical approach
Future systems requirements for a businessunit are
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analysed using a classification of information systems
in four different categories ♥ monitoring, exception,
inquiry and analysis. (These system categories are
defined in figure 4.) This approach contendsthat diff-
erent mixes of systems from these categories are
appropriate to different levels of maturity of the
business unit☂s product. The proportion of the total
information systems investment to be allocated to
eachbusinessunit is related to the net present value
of that unit's product to the business. Budgets are
then prepared to reflect these proportions in terms
of an appropriate mix of systems from the various
categories described in figure 4.
 

Figure 4 UNS system categories
 

System Functional descriptioncategory
 

Monitor The system monitors daily detail activity
producing standard reports on a fixed
schedule (daily, weekly, or monthly).

Exception The system processesdaily detail activity
but produces exception reports where the
definition of exception conditions is fixed.

Inquiry The system provides a database withflexible
inquiry capability, enabling managers to
design and changetheir own monitoring and
exception reports.

Analysis The system provides powerful data analysis
capabilities (modeling, simulation,
optimisation, or statistical routines) and the
appropriate database to support managerial
decision making.   
 

 

The UNS approach also recommendsthatdifferent
project approval criteria should be used for assess-
ing the merits of transaction processing and decision
support systems. This approach argues that the
benefits of these two types of system are fundamen-
tally different and that they must, therefore, be
assessedin a different way.
Once the budgets have beenestablished and approved
by senior management, user management and man-
agementof the information systems functionjointly
allocate funds to individual systems projects. This
overall processis illustrated in figure 5.
Strengths and weaknesses
Onestrength of the UNS approachis its economy ♥
it requires only one to two hours☂ time for each man-
ager whoparticipates in the exercise. During this time
managers attend a seminar(at which the purpose of
the questionnaire and the classification of system
requirements are explained)andfill in the question-
naire.
The UNSapproachalsoidentifies latent requirements

10

 

Figure 5 Macro view of the UNS budgetprocess
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and is closely linked to budgetary mechanisms to
ensurethat the strategic objectives revealed by the
questionnaire are pursued effectively.

The weaknessesof UNSare, firstly, that it does not
build a business model, but relies on the aggregation
of individual user requirements to develop a strategic
systemsplan. And, secondly, UNS does not examine
technological or implementation issues at all, but
treats these issues as being of tactical rather than
strategic concern.

METHODOLOGY CONCLUSIONS
Ourreview of strategic systems planning methodolo-
gies showsveryclearly how different methodologies
tend to focus on different aspects of the overall prob-
lem, while ignoring other aspects. Which of these
aspects are of genuine strategic concern, and which
can be neglected altogether orleft to tactical plan-
ning, is a matter of judgement. Figures 6 and 7 show
two comparisons drawn up by Dr Alloway which,
naturally enough, place his own UNS methodology
firmly in the strategic area but which nonetheless
provide a useful and concise wayof highlighting the
differences between the methodologies discussed
earlier.
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Figure 6 Comparison of alternative system review
methodologies
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Figure 7 Comparison of alternative system review
methodologies
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We now presentfive short case historiesto illustrate
various systems planning approachesthat are being
adopted.

CASE HISTORY A
This casehistory illustrates a predominantly business-
led strategy that provides an overall strategic
frameworkwithin which user systems requirements
can be developed. (Noneof the four methodologies
described earlier are used.)

Company

A

is a large multinational oil company that
has a corporate information systems strategy team
based in London. Whenthis team began working on
the corporate strategic systems plan, oneof their first
actions was to obtain a copy of the corporate stra-
tegic planning manual which is used to produce an
overall strategic plan for the business. This manual
provided them with both a practical approachto stra-
tegic planning and a structure that was already
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familiar to the company's senior management. The
main elements of the strategic planning approach, as
adapted for office automation, were to define:

♥Thecharacteristics of the offices (current office
characteristics and automation levels, current
technology and future technology trends, future
demandsforoffice services of various types, Cur-
rent and future supply of these office services,
rewards and risks of automation, and comparison
of office performance with competitors).

♥Thecriteria for successful systems installations
(technically feasible, effective internal support,
flexibility, acceptability and cost justification).

♥The strategic objectives (overall office per-
formance).

♥Theprogrammeofactivities (how to get the desired
results).

♥The expected outcome from the installation of
information systems(benefits, timing, etc.).

To compile the strategic plan, the strategy team then
examined variousfive-year plans that are regularly
prepared by data processing staff ineach of the com-
pany☂s operating units. The team also examined rele-
vant technology trends. Using these two types of
basic information the team members projectedlikely
systems requirements and looked at constraints such
as manpowerlevels and the funds available forinfor-
mation systems development.

The detailed output of the strategic planning process
included:

♥A recommended minimum rate of return from
future expenditure on systems.

♥-An analysis of system architecture alternatives for
information systems (for example, networked
unintelligent terminals, clustered intelligent ter-
minals, etc.) and guidance to operating companies
on structuring systems to meet common types of
requirement.

♥Guidelines for internal charging arrangements.
♥Advice on organisational changes relating to the

various information systems functions in the
company.

♥Policy advice relating to infrastructure require-
ments, such as networksthat cross organisational
boundaries.

CASE HISTORY B
Company B is a large manufacturer of foodstuffs
based in the United Kingdom. A centralised manage-
ment services department servesall the divisions of

1
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this otherwise decentralised organisation. Thereare,however, a few small independent systems teamswhoreportdirectly to various line managers withinthe company. At presentthis organisation is goingthrougha transitional stage between simple systemsplanning based onlists of potential projects, andacomprehensivestrategic systems planning approachlinked closely to corporate business objectives.Historically, senior analysts in the managementser-vices department have compiledlists of potential pro-jects for input to a two-year rolling systems plan. Thelists were enhanced byan extensive systemsreview,based on IBM's Business Systems Planning approach,which was carried out at various locations over aperiod of three to four years. More recently, variousmodifications to the strategic planning process havebeen made.
Several lessons were learned during the developmentof this strategic planning process:
♥There was, historically, a real danger of continu-ing to enhance existing systems for a limitednumber of existing users, so neglecting manypotentially important application areas.
♥There wasa great variation in user management☂sawarenessof potential systems applications. (Usereducation is now a key element in the newstrategic approach.)
♥Newuserareas have beenintroduced to systemapplications as a result of the BSP exercise.
♥Technology is now used more imaginatively as aresult of the larger base of system users.
♥ Strategic planning providesa clearfuture directionboth for managementservicesstaff (of all types)and for system users.
♥Theintroduction of improved strategic systemsplanning methodshas helpedto improve the imageof the managementservices department withsystem users.
Although this approach did lead progressively to abroader base of systemsuse,the company was con-cerned that systems developments should be moreclosely linked to business objectives. A strategicsystems planning team within the managementser-vices departmenthas, therefore, recently completeda strategic systems plan based onpriorities derivedfrom the company☂s business objectives.
Three main problemsstill remain, however, in con-nection with the new strategic systems planningprocess:
♥lt is difficult for management services staff todefine objectively the types of service (andorganisation)that the information systems function

should adoptin the future.
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i
♥There are difficulties in predicting the pace and

direction of technological change.
♥ User educationlevels for information systemsstillneed to be improved.

CASE HISTORY C
This case history provides a good example of a pre-dominantly systems-led strategy being shapedwithinbusiness-led guidelines.
CompanyC,which is a European-based subsidiary ofa large conglomerate, manufactures and marketsconsumable products. A centralised managementservices departmentservesthe larger locations, witha separate computer department serving two factorylocations. The centralised management servicesdepartment prepares a rolling three-year systemsplan, which occupies about 15 man-weeksofefforteachyear. Theinput for the plan is derived from fourmain sources:
♥Alist of current outstanding systems projects.
♥A list of possible systems projects awaitingauthorisation.
♥Projects and problems mentioned by userdepartments.
♥Opportunities (applications and technology oppor-tunities) identified by managementservicesstaff.
A major systems review based on IBM☂s BusinessSystems Planning approach has recently been com-pleted. This exercise added significantly to thelist ofpotential systems projects that had beenidentifiedpreviously.
The revisedlist of possible systemsprojects resultingfrom this exercise was then discussed individuallywith relevant companydirectors ina process designedto relate projects to the overall strategic plans of thecompany. The benefits of this strategic planning pro-cess, as seen by managementservicesstaff, were:
♥Better user commitmentto systems developmentplans, because of the approval given by thedirectors.
♥A meansof motivating managementservicesstaffand monitoring their performance.
♥A meansof generating greater commitment to, andfunding for, the information systems function atboard level.
Several problems, however, were associated with thissystems planning process:
♥The degree of involvement by companydirectorsvaried considerably.
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♥Thelevel of user management awarenessof infor-
mation systems opportunities was also variable.

♥There were considerable differences in the degree
of co-ordination of systems projects and company
objectives as a result of the above two problems.

CASE HISTORY D
Company D is a conglomerate based in the United
Kingdom which manufactures and markets a variety
of consumer products. The management services
function historically has been centralised but is now
evolving into a centralised policy and strategy group
which will support decentralised management ser-
vices units who have responsibility for applications
within the various business areas.
Systems planning had, until recently, been carried out
ona system-led basis by compilinglists of current and
potential system developments to meet perceived
user requirements. It had, however, been recognised
that this approachdid not effectively support business
objectives. This concern led to a major systems
review, based on the Nolan Norton approach, being
carried out in one business area of the company. The
study took nearly nine months to complete and resul-
ted in the preparationof a detailed five-year systems
plan related to business objectives. Subsequently, the
company modified the Nolan Norton approach to
reducethe effort involved, and now proposesto use
this modified approach as the basis for an ongoing
strategic systems planning exercise. Detailed sys-
temsplans (with a twoyearhorizon) will be developed
within a strategic directionthatis closely aligned with
business objectives, and theseplanswill be reviewed
annually.

The companyhasidentified the main benefits of the
NNC approachas:

♥Senior managers from management services and
user areas worked as a team during the planning
process, andthis has led to better working rela-
tionships.

♥Top management's perception of the valueof infor-
mation systems has been increased.

♥The plan produced a statement of commercial
objectives for the business which was accepted
by all the relevant managers (this had not pre-
viously been achieved) and clearly aligned system
objectives to commercial objectives.

♥Theplan forced management services managers
critically to review their own operations.

This type of planning approach does, however, have
inherent difficulties:

The Butler Cox Foundation
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♥The exercise demands a considerable amountof
top managementtime.

♥Top management☂s understanding of information
systems often varies considerably, and this may
lead to some imbalance in the content of the
strategic systems plan.

CASE HISTORY E
CompanyE is a large diversified manufacturing com-
pany based in continental Europe. It exports more
than 80 per centof its products. Until recently, most
data processing services within this organisation were
provided by a centralised managementservices func-
tion. Certain subsidiaries were, nevertheless, free to
buy their own systems and, as a consequence, a
variety of different equipment had been purchased.
Early in 1982 the information systems function was
reorganised into a corporate management services
departmentresponsible for policy and strategic plan-
ning. In addition, decentralised management services
departments were established, each responsible for
systems developmentsin their own particular area.
Information systemsactivities are now co-ordinated,
organisationally, through a numberof co-ordination
committees attended by seniorstaff from the various
management services departments.

Prior to the reorganisation, systems planning was
resources-led and waslimited to capacity planning
and the allocation of development resources based
on user demand. Following the reorganisation, a
short-term systems development plan was formulated
to provide guidelines for the workof the co-ordination
committees. The overall policy on which the short-
term plan is basedis one of controlled, co-ordinated
decentralisation.
The present strategic planning methodsfor informa-
tion systems are not based on the methodologies
described earlier but are related to those used for
other parts of the business. The basic planning
timeframe throughout the companyis five years, with
a quantified three-yearrolling plan and a precise plan
and budgetfor thefirst year. Strategic systems plan-
ning is essentially ☁bottom-up☂, based on guidelines
provided by the corporate management services
department. There areiterations to systemsplans at
various levels (division, subsidiary, etc.) before the
plans are consolidated by local management services
managers and thensent on to the corporate manage-
ment services department. The strategic systems
planning managerin the corporate management ser-
vices department can reject a plan or demand
changestoit. The companyintendsto establish closer
links in future betweenthe strategic systemsplan and
the overall corporate businessplan. The annual stra-
tegic systems planning process currently occupies
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between 12 and 18 man-monthsofeffort for the totalorganisation.
A corporate information systems audit team, expec-ted to be operational within twoyears, will monitorthe implementation of the agreed systems plans.
Managementservicesstaff believe that the most im-portant aspectof this systemsstrategyis thatit pro-vides a deliberate policy statement, defines objectivesand conditions expectations. This,in turn, is expectedto result in a much more coherent approach to sys-tems development, so minimising the systems pro-blemsthat havetroubledthis organisation in the past.Managementservices staff now visualise the stra-tegic systems plan as providing a funnel within whichsystem developmentprojects together with short-termand medium-term planning, may take place. This con-ceptisillustrated in figure 8.

SUMMARYOF THE LESSONS LEARNT
User experienceof strategic systems planning hashighlighted a numberof important benefits and signifi-cant problems. The main benefits reported during ourresearch were:
♥A morebalanced allocation of information systemsresources in relation to businesspriorities. (Thishas often resulted in a wider base of information

systems users.)
♥Greater top management commitmentto the infor-

mation systems function, sometimes resulting in
increased funds for information systems.

♥An improvedrelationship between users and man-
agement services staff (a conditioning of user
expectations).

♥Aclearer sense of direction within management
services becauseof the frameworkprovided by the
strategic plan.
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Figure 8 The strategic systems funnel concept
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Note: The strategic funnel framework becomes wider as the degree ofcertainty decreases in future years.

 

The main difficulties reported were:
♥The extent to which top management (and users)appreciated and were interested in informationsystems opportunities varied considerably, leadingto difficulties in the strategic planning process.
♥ Difficulties were experienced in predicting the rateof technological change.
♥Managementservicesstaff foundit difficult to beObjective about the future role and organisation ofthe information systems function.
♥Strategic systems planning exercises could be verytime-consuming.
♥Strategic objectives were sometimesin conflictwith short-term (cost-justified) applications. Thisconflict mayberelated to the future direction ofsystemsorit may simply be a conflict of resourceallocation (for example, a new order processingsystem versus a new telecommunicationsnetwork).
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CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLANNING PROCESS

Wepresent in this chapter a step-by-step review of
the strategic systems planning process, such as an
information systems director might undertake prior
to initiating strategic planning within his organisation.
Managersin organisations that already have estab-
lished strategic systems planning procedures may
wish to usethis review to evaluate those procedures.

The prerequisite to a strategic systems planning ex-
ercise is for the director of information systems to
identify why he needsto plan strategically. This is not
a straightforward issue, because in deciding whether
or notto initiate strategic planning, he faces a classic
dilemma. Supposehe asks himself the question ☁Has
my division a high enough standing and influence
within the organisation to reflect the strategic signifi-
canceof information systems to the business?☝ If the
answeris ☁☁no☝☂, then a strategic planning exercise
will almost certainly be the best way to remedy the
problem, becauseit will bring home to senior manage-
ment whatis at stake. Unfortunately, this answeralso
implies thatit will be difficult to establish strategic
planning for information systems on the right basis.
Without senior managementsupport the planning ex-
ercise will be at best severely limited in scope and
at worst hopelessly crippled. The dilemma therefore
is that the low standing of the information systems
function is the greatest barrier to effective strategic
planning and, at the sametime, the most pressing
reason for strategic planning to take place.

Wherethe standingof the information systemsfunc-
tion is right, then strategic systems planning serves
to sustain that standing. It also enables the informa-
tion systemsdirectorto influence the circumstances
which will determine the successorotherwise ofhis
mission.

DEFINE THE PLANNING PARAMETERS

Before embarking on a strategic systems planning ex-
ercise, the director of information systems must
define the overall planning parameters. For whom is
the plan being prepared? How mucheffort should be
put into the planning exercise? Should it be a once-
off exercise or a continuing process?

The intended readership
Aclear implication of the argument at the beginning
of this chapter is that strategic systems planning
should be aimed, first and foremost, at senior man-
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agement. The strategic plan must therefore be ex-
pressed in terms that senior managementwill res-
pondto. This is notjust a question of terminology ♥
it affects the whole orientation of the plan. It also
meansthat information systemsskills and manage-
ment ability are not sufficient on their own. We noted
that, in those organisations where strategic systems
planning has hadits greatest impact at board level,
the plannersusually either possessed corporate plan-
ning skills or had deliberately set out to acquire them.

The effort required
According to our research, the annual amount of ef-
fort devoted by Foundation members to strategic
systems planning varies between a few man-weeks
and many man-years. Surprisingly, there is no obvious
correlation between the amountof effort and the size
or complexity of the business. Without doubt, this lack
of correlation is due to the different ways in which
different organisations define the boundary between
strategic and tactical systems planning.

Webelieve, however,that there is a practical maxi-
mumsize for a single strategic systems planning exer-
cise, above whichit becomes more and moredifficult
to sustain the strategic content and to avoid being
overwhelmedbythe detail. Based on our consulting
experiencein helping clients to developtheir strategic
systemsplans, webelieve that this maximum is about
two man-years. This view was broadly supported by
the commentsof those interviewees whorecently had
undertaken major systems reviews.

Wetherefore recommendthat strategic systems plan-
ning exercises should bepartitioned into manageable
segments, of two man-years☂ effort or smaller. The
implication is that large, complex organisations should
think in terms of a high-level, business-led strategic
systemsplan, both fed by and feeding into systems-
led or resource-led planning at a lower level. Alter-
natively, an overall information systemsstrategy could
form an umbrella for sub-strategies relating to par-
ticular business areasor functions (communications,
data managementor office automation, for example).

Planning frequency
Once an effective strategic systems planning pro-
cedure has becomeestablished, the requirementfor
major, once-off review exercises gives way to a con-
tinuous planning process. The ongoing strategic plan-
ning processwill then be punctuated by annual check-
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points associated with the corporate planning andbudgeting cycles and, sometimes, by major reviewsassociated with a crucial systems decision. (Astrategic systemsplan will have, typically, a planninghorizon of threeto five years, but in some cases aplanning horizon as much as ten years ahead maybe appropriate.)

RECOGNISE THE CHANGING ORIENTATIONOF SYSTEMS
The central issue affecting the approachto strategicsystems planning, and hencethe wholepostureof theinformation systems function, is whether to adopt areactive or a proactive outlook. Traditionally, data pro-cessing departments have tended to adopt a reac-tive philosophy, as have telecommunications mana-gers responsible primarily for soeech networks. Butthe environment in which both operate is changing,and a reactive approachis no longer adequate. In par-ticular, the orientation of systemsis evolving so thatsystemsactivity in the futurewill increasingly be cen-tred on the users. This trend is evident from:
♥Theincreasing decentralisation of decision-makingon systems.
♥Thegrowthof end-user computing and other user-driven systemsactivity (such as office automation).
♥The progression from operational transaction-based(orfirst-generation) systemsto decision sup-port (or second-generation) systems.

As a result, the role of the information systems func-tion will change from being the prescriber of changeto being the catalyst for change. In turn, this impliesthat the information systems function must adopt aproactive approachto planning. Thus, the strategicsystemsplannerwill need to determine the servicesthat should be offered and how they can be used tomaximise their positive impacton the business, ratherthan (as in the past) seeking to identify the require-ments that will emerge and planningto satisfy themeffectively.
These two approachesto information systems plan-ning have beendescribedastraditional(reactive) andfuturistic (proactive). Figure 9 summarises the
attributes of both approaches.

DEFINE THE PLANNING OBJECTIVES
Beforeinitiating a strategic systems planning exer-cise, a directorof information systems should address
the question that is the classic preliminary to anystrategic review ♥ ☜☁What business am

|

in?☂☂. The
objectives for the exercise should relate to the mis-
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Figure 9 Traditional and futuristic approaches to
information systemsplanning
 

 

  
Attrib Traditional Futuristic| iiibate approach approach| Scope Project oriented Mission| oriented |
Philosophy Reactive Proactive
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|

Decision |information system making |function
Time horizon Short Long

(6 months +) (10 years +)
Activities supported

|

Operational OperationalManagerial Managerial |
Strategic

Decisions Well defined Well definedsupported ill defined
Innovativeness Evolutionary Opportunistic

| Orientation Parochial Organisational |
| Criteria Process Decisions
 

(Source: MIS Quarterly, June 1979)
 

sion of the information systems function, encap-sulated in the answerto that question.
In addition, as we havealready suggested, it is im-portantto focusthe strategic planning effort on thefew really critical variables,if necessarybypartition-ing the task. In chapter 1, we postulated a model ofthe strategic systems planning task in termsof threemajor variables, each of which can be sub-divided.The scope andfocusofa particular strategic systemsplanning effort will vary within that framework, depen-ding on the missionofthe information systems depart-ment, the maturity of the systems and the type ofbusiness. In his stage theory, Richard Nolan sug-gested that strategic planning is characteristic oforganisations that have reachedthe fourth ofhis sixpostulated stages(rapid growth in a slack environ-ment). But he also madeit clear that planning wouldhelp to avoid mistakes in the earlier stages.
Mostdirectors ofinformation systemswill know whatstage (in Nolan☂s terms) their organisation hasreached, and will also know wherein our planningmodeltheir critical weaknesseslie. This knowledge,webelieve, should be a sufficient basis on which todefine the initial planning objectives.Also, thelist ofquestions given in chapter 4 on pages 21 to 23 mayhelp to identify specific issues to be addressed.
The fact that some aspects of the informationsystems environmentare not the main focus of a par-ticular planning exercise does not meanthat they areignored. They maybeincluded as planning assump-tions or maybeleft for further attention in subsequentlower-level planning exercises. Strategic planning will
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re-define its own focus as a natural consequence of
the work, provided that the right methods and
organisation are adopted.

ALLOCATE THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
PLANNING
The key problem when considering how best to
organisefor strategic systems planning is how to unite
the skills and legitimate interests of the users with
those of the information systemsfunction. The diffi-
culty in planning for information systems arises
because only user managers canin the end be ac-
countable for the results achieved in their own
business areas. Nevertheless, the information
systemsfunction will play a vital part in creating the
circumstances that determine successorfailure.

The information systems director must decide,
therefore, whether to allocate the planning respon-
sibility to his ownstaff, or to the users, or to a com-
bination of both.
Planning by systemsstaff
During our research wefoundthat the most common
organisational approachto strategic systems planning
wasfor the information systemsfunctionitself to in-
itiate and conductthe planning exercise.This effort
wasusually led by managersin the systems depart-
ment, supported by senior systemsstaff (or business
analysts) representing particular business areas.
Often, strategic issues were dealt with as an integral
part of the tactical planning exercise which estab-
lished budgets and a systemsportfolio for the coming
period. The organisational structure for this approach
is shown in figure 10.

Using information systemsstaff in this way has many
advantages, notably their knowledge and understand-
ing of the technology. It also makes co-ordination of
the planning exercise easier. This approachhasthree
potential disadvantages, however:

♥lIt over-emphasises technology issues.
♥lt is weak on input by users.
♥It may fail to adopt a corporate view.

These disadvantages may be overcome partially by
the use of staff with planning skills, or by project
managementtechniques(allocation of accountability
for the strategy project; setting precise objectives;
allocating responsibilities for particular actions). But
the greatest danger remains that the view of re-
quirementsprevailing in the information systems func-
tion will override the viewsof the users. Notonlywill
information systemsstaff find it difficult to stand back
from their immediate problems to look at re-
quirements objectively, but users will also adjust their
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Figure 10 Organisational structure for planning by
systemsstaff
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requirements to what they expect to get. This expec-
tation will be conditioned largely by the past perfor-
mance ofthe information systemsfunction and by the
users knowledge of the technology.
Planning by decentralised user groups
There are two major alternatives to planning by sys-
temsstaff. Thefirst alternative is planning by decen-
tralised user groups. It represents the opposite ex-
treme to allocating planning responsibility to the
information systems function. (Figure 11 overleafil-
lustrates the organisational structure required.) Its ad-
vantages and disadvantages are the converse of
those already discussed. Thus, the main dangers are
a lack of awareness both of the potential and the
limitations of technology, and a fragmentation of the
systemseffort. These dangers can be combated by
business-led or resources-led strategic planning on
the part of the information systemsfunctionitself, to
set the framework within which the decentralised
systems-led planning takes place.

Planning by a corporate steering committee
Planning by a corporate steering committee (depicted
in figure 12 on page 19) lies between the two ex-
tremes just discussed. It uses a corporate systems
steering committee as a mechanism to bring users☂
and information systems☂ views andinterests into
balance. Webelieve that, if it can be madeto work,
this approach is the most effective vehicle for
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Figure 11 Organisation structure for planning by user groups
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strategic systemsplanning. In addition, it is an effec-
tive meansof controlling the information systemsef-
fort in the medium term.
Some organisations havetried the corporate steer-ing committee approach and have discarded it.Others have used it successfully. Our belief is thatthe failures have occurred not because the conceptis unworkable, but because the members of thesystems steering committee have been called uponto play an inappropriate role (or have not fullyunderstood the role they are to play).
The successorfailure of this type of approach islinked strongly with the form ofstrategic systemsplanning that is adopted. Business-led planning ismorelikely than either systems-led or resources-ledplanning to provide a framework with which non-technical senior managers are comfortable. Business-led planning, as we suggested earlier, will leadnaturally to investment criteria and organisational
issues being considered, and theseareprecisely the
issues that senior management should be address-ing. Systems-led or resources-led planning, on the
other hand, caneasily place the steering committee

in the position of arbiter of technical issues which arebeyond its competence.

DETERMINE THE NEED FOR A SYSTEMSREVIEW
Before we discussthecriteria for choosing a plan-ning method, we needfirst to distinguish between afull-scale systems review (such as the BSP or NNGapproaches) and the regular planning process. Theformerwill normally be a once-off exercise whichwillengage many man-months (or even man-years) ofeffort, whereasthelatterwill, year-by-year, build incre-mentally on previous experience and previous plans.Ideally, once an effective strategic planning processhas beenestablished there should be no need for amajorreview, but that may be a counselof perfec-tion. Only one of the Foundation members who re-turned our questionnaire had not carried out a majorsystems review in the past two or three years.Moreover, manyof the respondents and manyof theFoundation members weinterviewed had only re-cently implemented formal strategic systems plan-
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Figure 12 Organisational structure for planning by
corporate steering committee
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ning. The need for such planning had been identified
as a result of the systems review.

Sometimestherewill be a specific trigger for a major
systems review ♥ a significant decision, for exam-
ple, or a change of management. Nevertheless, a high
proportion of systemsreviewsare initiated by a desire
to sort out the current mess, rather than as a con-
scious attempt to anticipate circumstances before
being overwhelmed by them. The proportion of these
problemsthat is attributable to bad planning, bad
managementor bad luckis impossible to determine.
But, as severalof our intervieweesbelieved, it seems
morethanlikely that lack of planning is an important
factor.

CHOOSE THE PLANNING METHOD

The experience of the organisations we examined
showsclearly that no ready-made, widely applicable
strategic systems planning methodology exists at
present. Several of the organisations had experi-
mented with more than one methodology and were
now seeking to define their own procedures, by
preserving the best and discarding the worst of the
proprietary methodologies and by tailoring procedures
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to their particular organisational and planning
environment.

Nonetheless, the proprietary methodologies are
valuable in the right circumstances. What is impor-
tant is to recognise and evaluate their strengths and
weaknessesin the context of an organisation☂s own
particular planning objectives and constraints.

A vital issue whenconsidering planning methodsis
the level of detail at which requirements are to be
assessed. The two extremesare represented by the
User Needs Survey methodology, which aggregates
systems requirements at a high level under a few
headings, and IBM☂s Business SystemsPlanning (or
the data management based methodologies), which
constructs a detailed business model. The higher the
level of aggregation, the moreefficient the assess-
ment can be andtheeasierit will be for non-technical
managers to understand the strategic issues.

Thus, the User Needs Survey requires user manage-
mentto discriminate between four types of systems
(monitoring systems, exception systems, enquiry
systems and analysis systems). On the other hand,
if users are to participate fully in a comprehensive
BSPexercise, they will need to understand sophisti-
cated systems and data management concepts.

A planning methodology that uses a high level of
aggregation does, however,leave users and the infor-
mation systems function with a wide gap between the
strategy and the detailed plans for the next systems.
Wheretheinitiative for new systems comesprimarily
from users, and where users☂ appreciation of the
possibilities is (or can be made)sufficiently advanced,
thenbridging this gap should be seenpurely as a tac-
tical issue.In this situation the systems strategy must
ensure that user requests are evaluated on their
merits. Equally, it must also establish a procedure for
recognising where users are failing to exploit the
possible systems opportunities. In either case, the
information systems function must take on the
resulting tactical problems.

Where users cannotberelied on to press their own
case, then systems-led planning (or a major systems
review) can be used, with discretion, to bring the
opportunities out into the open.

ENSURE THE PLAN IS NOT UNDERMINED

Any strategic systems plan is devalued if the
mechanisms neededto putit into effect do not work
properly. Any self-respecting strategic plan should,in
fact, review these mechanisms and recommend
changes to them should they become ineffective.
These mechanismswill condition the proceduresfor
accessing and using the information systems re-
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sources, including formal procedures(such as thosefor sanctioning capital expenditure) and less-structured procedures (such as informal educationandpublic relations). The most important mechanismswill relate to proceduresfor approving systems pro-jects and for charging out the cost of systems.
Too manystrategic systems plans appear to reachvalid conclusions about the allocation of resources,only to be undermined (or subverted) by those userswho promote their own needs mostforcibly or whohave the political influence to ensurethat their pro-jects take priority. Planning methodologies such asthe User Needs Survey can preventthe plan beingundermined in this way, because they tie into thesubsequent budgetting and project approval mecha-nisms. Figure 13 summarises whattypically happensin reality.
 

Figure 13 Typical reality
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As more and more systems decisions are taken by
decentralised units (that is, at the point of consump-
tion), it will become increasingly important to ensurethat the strategic systemsplan is not undermined bya hostof unco-ordinatedlocal decisions. The degreeto which these decisions can and should beinflu-encedwill vary from one organisationto another. Buteffective strategic planning for information systemswill depend increasingly on finding waysof influenc-ing these decisions.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have reviewedthe overall strategicsystems planning process,beginning with the prere-quisites to a planning exercise and ending with adiscussion of the steps that can be taken to ensurethat, once prepared, the plan is adheredto.
The most critical issue in the planning processhowever,is to create an environmentin which thestrategic issues are able to prevail over everyday con-cerns and short-term pressure. This may mean eitheremploying full-time strategic systems plannersto actas catalysts, or using consultants to provide an ob-jective outside view.
For the same reason, it is important to maintain aclear separation betweenstrategic andtactical (oroperational) planning. Thatis not to say that strategicplanning should remain uninfluenced bytactical consi-derations (manyof our interviewees were concernedaboutthe difficulty of translating strategy into systemssolutions), but rather that tactical concerns should bekept in view without being allowed to obscure theStrategic issues. Strategy defines the limits withinwhich tactical manoeuvreis possible.
The systemsstrategy defines whatwill constitute suc-cess for the information systems function, and thenext (and subordinate) problem is to translate thatStrategy into information systems functionalitythrough a tactical plan.
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CHAPTER 4

GUIDELINES FOR STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLANNING

Wenowreview the main strategic issues ♥ relating
to requirements, to technology and to resources ♥
that may need to be addressedby a strategic systems
planning exercise. Wepresentthe issuesas a series
of questions that might be put to a strategic systems
planning team (seefigure 14). Managers whoinitiate
strategic systems planning should specify which of
these questions are of most concernto their particular
organisation. We have adoptedthis approachso that
wedo not presentstrategies that may be relevantto
some organisations but not to others. Each question
(or group of questions) is followed by a short dis-
cussionofits significance and the desired outcome.

Wethenpresenta list of the main contentsofa typical
strategic systems plan into which the answers to the
listed questions may be incorporated. At the end of
the chapter wegive a checklist that can be used by
information systemsdirectors as they prepare for and
progress a strategic systemsplanning exercise.

ISSUES RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS
1. In what ways will our business success depend

on information systems?
2. How doesourinformation systems capability

compare with that of our competitors?
3. Whatreturn should we expect from ourfuture

investmentin information systems?
4. How mightinformation systems be used as a

competitive weapon by us or against us?

All these questions belongin the ☁business☂ section
of the requirements area. They are not easy questions
to answer. The main reason for attempting them is
so that senior management may better appreciate
information systems and their potential impact on the
business. The aim is to create an appropriate (and,
it is to be hoped, favourable) climate for decision-
making about information systems in the future. It
may well be that specific investment criteria or a long-
term investmentplanwill also result.

5, Is the organisation structured in the best man-
nerto exploit information systemsin the future?

The strategic plan for information systems is the right
place to address this question, becauseit relates to
the mission and organisational framework for the
information systemsfunction. Equally,it also relates
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to the role and responsibilities of users, both in the
decision-making process and in the development and
operation of information systems.
6. Which business objectives can be served by

information systems?
7. What structure is appropriate for information

systems serving a particular business area?
 

Figure 14 Strategic planning questions

 | Issues relating to requirements
| 1. In what ways will our business success depend on |

information systems?
2. How doesourinformation systems capability compare with

| that of our competitors?
| 3. What return should we expectfrom our future investment
\ in information systems?
| 4. How might information systems be used as a competitive
| weapon by us or against us? |

5. Is the organisation structured in the best manner to exploit
information systemsin the future?

| 6. Which business objectives can be served by information
| systems?

7. What structure is appropriate for information systems
serving a particular business area?

| 8. What are management's priorities for information systems?
| 9. Which areas of the business are under-developed or under-
| supplied in terms of information systems?

| Issues relating to technology
\1 What new opportunities will be openedup by information

systems technology? |
| 2. When will the market deliver the key technologies?

3. For which of our needs is the market unlikely to deliver
| the right technology?

4. Where are the main technological uncertainties which
| relate to our business?

5. Whatare the productplans of our key suppliers? Do they
| conflict with the organisation's future plans and require-

ments?
| 6. Whattype of systems architecture suits our view of the

technologyin relation to the organisation's requirements?
7. What changes in our approach to systems does tech-

nological change necessitate?
8. What are the broaderimplications of technological develop- |

ments?
Issues relating to resourcing
1. How should resources be deployedfor the best effect in

the future?
2. What kind of skills will be needed (and in what quantity)

to deliver information systemsin the future? How does our
present capability match this need?

3. How best can weexploit our existing investmentin infor-
mation systems?

4. Whatare the strengths and weaknessesofthe information
| services function vis-a-vis the organisation's requirements? 
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Thefirst of these questions is the most fundamentalstrategic question in the requirements area.In look-ing at particular requirements for informationsystems, it is important to recognise the immediaterequirements and to attempt to reconcile them withthe longer-term needto create an enduring structurefor information systems.
The conflict expressesitself, as far as a user with asystems requirementis concerned,as a trade-off onthe one hand betweenthe cost and time required todevelop a system and,onthe other hand, betweenthelifetime of the system and thefuture spin-off benefitsto the business. Thesetrade-offs are reflected in themodelof the planning process (describedin chapter1)by the division of technologyinto two areas ♥ primarytechnology (which meets immediate requirements) andsecondary technology (whichis used to provide a sys-temsinfrastructure, such as a data dictionary systemor a flexible communications network). The strategicplan may, indeed, seek to interpret requirementsinterms of secondary technology.
Someorganisations also use the conceptof ☁stepping-stone☂ projects. Stepping-stoneprojects contribute tolonger-term system goals than thoseof the projectalone. Such projects must therefore be evaluated interms of the longer-term goals, as well as on themerits of the projectitself.
8. What are management'spriorities for informa-tion systems?
9. Which areas of the business are under-developedor under-supplied in terms ofinfor-mation systems?
These questions are relevant(in terms of our plan-ning model) to the division of information systemsrequirements into extant and latent requirements.Extant requirements will be reflected in current plansfor systemsand in the backlog of requirements forsystems. Latent requirements on the other hand mayonly be assessed in one of two ways:
♥ Byrelating the demandfor information systems to

an external benchmark of somekind.
♥By asystematic analysis which seeks to reveal thefundamental requirements rather than simply those

that have emerged of their own accord.
The results of such an analysis may becomethebasisfor a schemeforsetting projectpriorities, or for pro-ject approval mechanisms.These would then ensurethat the allocation of resourcesreflects the needs ofthe business as well as the demandsof the users.

ISSUES RELATING TO TECHNOLOGY
1. What new opportunities will be opened up by

information systems technology?
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2. When will the market deliver the key tech-
nologies?

The timing issue raised by the second questionis pro-bably the most important of the two to address.Althoughit is relatively easy to foreseethe arrival ofnew technologies, it is quite another matter to
forecast accurately when usable products will be
available. Consideration of these issues mayresult
in specific policy measuresrelating to the adoptionor non-adoption of technology. Alternatively, it maylead to an awareness programme, which could beaimedeitherat the information systemsfunctionitself
or at the organisation as a whole.
Senior management(and others directly involvedin theplanning exercise) should gaina clearerperception ofthe available technological choices through thestrategic planitself.
3. For which of ourneeds is the market unlikely todeliver the right technology?
4. Where are the main technological uncertaintieswhichrelate to ourbusiness?
Notall the technology choiceswill relate solely to timing,norwill the market necessarily deliver whata particularbusiness requires in an appropriate timescale. Thestrategic systemsplan may need to lookatthis negativeside of the technology issues as well as at the newoppor-tunities. The result would beeither a guideto internalresearch and developmentrequirements,or the iden-tification of pilot or high-risk projects that should beundertakenfor strategic reasons.
5. Whataretheproductplansofourkeysuppliers?Dothey conflict with the organisation☂s futureplans and requirements?
An organisation's choiceof suppliers exercises such along-term influence onthe direction and pace ofinfor-mation systems developmentthatit is often necessaryto treatit as a strategic issue.It mayalso be necessaryto limit the numberof suppliers of computer-basedequipmentusedby the organisation. Using equipmentfrom manydifferent suppliers could become a majorconstraint onfuture plans for interworking or integration.Preferencesforparticular suppliers may be expressedeither as a purchasing policy or as guidelines forevaluating and choosing equipment.
6. Whattype ofsystems architecture suits ourviewof the technology in relation to the organisa-tion☂s requirements?
This question is a more generalised versionof the pre-vious one relating to suppliers. The architecturalpreference may, of course, be expressedin terms ofpreferred suppliers and products. Equally,it can take theform of rulesfor the location of processing powerand of
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files. These rules would beapplied to applications accor-
ding to their characteristics, thereby imposing an overall
architecture for information systems.
7. What changesin ourapproach to systems does

technological change necessitate?
8. What are the broader implications of tech-

nological developments?
Asystemsstrategy may concernitself at twolevels with
the impactof technological change♥ howitaffects the
information systems functionitself and, more broadly,
howit affects the organisation as a whole. Such an ex-
ercise mayresult in a changed approach to systems
development and implementation.In addition, it may pro-
vide input for personnelor industrial relations policies
andforstaff training and education.

ISSUES RELATING TO RESOURCING
1. How shouldresourcesbe deployedfor the best

effect in the future?
The optimum allocation of resources could be express-
ed in terms of one or more of the following:☂

♥Theratio of new applications to maintenance (or
enhancement) of existing applications.

♥The balance betweencentrally directed and decen-
tralised systemseffort.

♥Theallocation of effort acrossdifferent areas of the
business.

In reality, the processforallocating resourceswill often
be supported by mechanismsand policy designed to
controlorinfluence decision-making about projects.

2. What kind of skills will be needed (and in what
quantity) to deliver information systems in the
future? How doesourpresent capability match
this need?

Appropriateskills are in short supply, andthe profile of
skills needed by the information systems functionwill
continue to evolve. Personnel and training policies are
relevant here, and this question also raises ☁make or
buy☂ issues with regard to software.

3. Howbestcan weexploit our existing investment
in information systems?

Itis arguable whetherthe need to protect the organisa-
tion☂s existing investmentin information systems isa
strategic issue. Obviously, this question mustnot be
allowed to dominate strategic thinking, whichwill prin-
cipally concernitself with the future. Nonetheless,the
existing systems normally place such significant con-
straints on what can be achievedin certain application
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areasthat they can hardly be ignored during strategic
systemsplanning.

4. What are the strengths and weaknessesof the
information services function vis-a-vis the
organisation☂s requirements?

Areview of the performanceofthe information services
function, both in terms of past achievements and in the
view of user management, may reveal areas of over-
achievement as well as under-achievement. An informa-
tion services functionthat pridesitself on its technical
skills, for example, might concludethat continuing im-
provementsin levels of skill are a luxury rather than a
necessity. As a result, it might then change the emphasis
ofits training and recruitmentpolicies.

CONTENTSOFA STRATEGIC SYSTEMS PLAN
The content of strategic systemsplanswill vary consi-
derably, depending on organisational requirements and
the scopeofthe plan (for example, all information sys-
tems, data processing, telecommunicationsor office
automation).In figure 15 we havelisted the mainitems
thattypically are addressed by a strategic systemsplan.
 

Figure 15 Contents of a strategic systems plan
 |

| 1. Reasons for having a strategic systems plan
| 2. Astatementof strategic (business related) objectives for
| information systems

3. Recent performance compared to previous strategic
systems plans (including a systems portfolio)

| 4. Technology, supplier and environmental trends
5. Criteria for success (technical feasibility, user |

| acceptance, costjustification, etc.)
6. Evaluation of potential rewards andrisks at various levels

of commitment
| 7. Operational policy (architectures, standards, supplier
| policy, personnel/industrial relations policy, policy onthe
| use of mainframe computers, microcomputers, etc.).

8. Organisation methods(responsibilities of management,
systemsstaff and end-users; methodsof approval, etc.)

| 9. Planning methods(responsibilities, timescales, monitor- |
ing procedures, etc.)

| 10. Programmeofactivities (resources needed, pace of
| development, scale of investment, etc.).

11. Expected outcome(benefits, timing, etc ).

 

 

 
ora)

 

 

Managers whoareinvolved in strategic systems plan-
ning may modify or expandthislist to meet their own
organisation☂s specific requirements. Answers to the
questions described abovewill provide the key inputs to
the resulting strategic systemsplan.

A CHECKLIST FOR INFORMATION
SYSTEMS DIRECTORS
To concludethis final chapter of the report, we offer
a strategic systems planning checklist for directors
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of information systems, which summarises the main
lessons from our research.
Keep the thinking strategic
♥Focusthe planning exercise onthe critical areas.
♥ Define the strategic issues and separate them from

tactical and operational concerns.
♥Donot aim for unnecessary precision. Strategy

definesthe likely range of possibilities. It does not
forecast the future. By extension, strategy should
also concernitself with different courses of actionand with their associated risks and uncertainties.

♥Acdquire or develop strategic planning skills within
the information systems function.

♥ Prevent strategic planning from turning into a low-
level routine exercise.

Make sure the plan deals with practical
issues (butat a strategic level)
♥ldentify where you wantto be(in terms of infor-

mation systems).
♥ Determinethe main stepsto get from today☂s situa-

tion to where you wantto be.
♥ldentify the major risks and uncertainties, and

quantify them.
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♥Ensurethat the strategy is not subverted.

Move towards proactive (market-led) planning
♥Encourage the developmentof businessskills and

market analysis skills.
♥ Prepare to market information systems services

internally, rather than rely solely on short-term cost
justification.

♥Relate systems and investmentpriorities to an
information systems(☁market☂) developmentplan,
as well as to their significance for the businessand/or the organisation☂s ability (or willingness) to
pay for them.

♥Look for latent needs as well as for definable
systems opportunities.

Secure senior management commitmenttostrategic planning for information systems
♥Present the strategic systems plan in businessterms, emphasising the negative effects offailureto exploit information systems as well as the anti-

cipated benefits.
♥ Involve senior managers at the appropriate (stra-tegic) level of planning and make surethat theirrole and the missionof the managementservices

function are mutually understood.

  OX FOUNatION
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In this report we have concentrated on distilling the
lessons learnt from the practice of strategic systems
planning, rather than giving theoretical arguments for
or against the principle of strategic planning. We
believe that the results of our research will enable
those who wish to apply strategic systems planning
in their own organisations to do so as effectively and
as economically as possible.

It is clear that strategic planning is becoming anin-
creasingly valuable exercise for many information
systems functions. Moreover, the continuing evolu-
tion of information systemswill, we are sure, increase
the value of strategic systemsplanningin the future.
The rapid development of microelectronics has
multiplied the choices facing end users,and is enabl-
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CONCLUSION

ing them increasingly to realise their own systemsre-
quirements. As a result, the information systems func-
tion will find it increasingly difficult to maintain its in-
fluence and its control over developments, unlessit
is able to anticipate and condition end users☂ re-
quirementsin a positive way.It is difficult to see how
this can be achieved other than through strategic
systems planning.
We expect to see important developments in the
strategic systems planning field over the next few
years. This will not happen because the methodo-
logies available improve greatly. It will happen
because users will improve their understanding of
strategic issues.
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